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The biennial Canine Health Conference, funded by the Canine Health Foundation and Purina, 

was held in St. Louis, Missouri on October 23 - 25, 2009.  As the GPCA is a founding 

contributor of and continues to fund grants through the CHF, we were allocated one attendee slot 

at a cost of $200, paid for by the GPCA Health Committee.  I was asked to represent the GPCA 

Health Committee for this event and was responsible for my own transportation and all personal 

expenses.  It was a privilege to attend this important health seminar on your behalf.  The 

following is a summary of the conference presentations.  

 

The conference theme was “One Health, One Medicine – Strengthening the Human-Animal 

Links” health initiative.  This initiative focuses on animal-human relationships, the role of 

research and medical links, noting that 70% of the diseases that afflict humans arose in animals. 

Some of the diseases, such as anthrax, have a lengthy history.  Newer diseases, such as 

AIDS/HIV and severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), continue to reinforce the need to 

consider a one health – one medicine frame of mind. 

 

The conference was organized into 12 Presentations, 1 Round Table Session (10 topics running 

concurrently), including ceremonial opening and closing events.  The presentations I attended 

were: 

o Navigating the CHF Grant Process 

o AKC Compliance Programs: Working to Protect Dogs 

o Canine Cancer & Comparative Genomics: New Technologies, New Opportunities 

o Clinical Trials in Veterinary Oncology: Past, Present, and Future 

o Immunonutrition 

o New Diagnostic and Therapeutic Investigations of Neurological Disease in Dogs 

o Matters of the Heart: Advances in Canine Cardiac Research 

o Dalmatian Bladder Stones: not just a Dalmatian Problem 

o Nutrients to Promote Physical Recovery in Active Dogs 

o Canine Herpesvirus-1: a New Pathogenic Role for an Old Virus 

o Metabonomics: A tool for Nutrition Research 

o Funding More Than Breed-Specific Research ( Round Table discussion )  
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The following pages represent a compilation of my notes plus material taken directly from 

materials that were available at the seminars or from the keynote speakers at the opening and 

closing events.  In the next few months I will develop educational articles for Regional clubs 

from data that was pertinent to the Great Pyrenees. 

 

Some of the topics this year were updates to those presented in 2007 and to report significant 

progress in their funded research; specifically, Dr. Matthew Breen, PhD, North Carolina State 

University, updating Canine Cancer and Comparative Genomics, and Mark Oyama, DVM, 

University of Pennsylvania, updating Advances in Canine Cardiac Research. 

 

This year, in lieu of printed summaries, the CHF is sending out podcasts of each presentation.  I 

will file each of them as they are released.  Please feel free to contact me at andorre@mchsi.com 

and I will forward the requested topic podcast to you. 

                                 
 
 

NAVIGATING THE CHF GRANT PROCESS 
 

CHF’s grant process is distinctive in that it gathers information about canine health priorities from the 
AKC Parent Clubs.  Applications are not only reviewed by the Grants Committee but also are subjected 

to reviews by experts in the applicant’s field of study.  Because of the similarities between human and 
canines, research funded by CHF often provides information for discoveries in human illness as well. 
 
CHF offers two types of research grants: 
OAK Grants:  Large grants, defined as > $12,960 (the average funding request is $100,000.00 for 2 
years).  The application and vetting process commences 12 months before funding is approved.  The 
research begins after all documentation is completed (January 1st).  The grant payments are divided into 

equal installments throughout the life of the grant. The initial payment is sent after the grant agreement 
documentation is fully executed. Subsequent payments are made contingent upon the submission and 
approval of progress reports from the investigator.  These reports also provide CHF with status 
information to communicate to grant sponsors. 
 
ACORN Grants:  Smaller research grants, defined as < $12,000.00 for 12 months.  This program was 
established to allow researchers to complete small, relatively short time-frame projects, test research 

hypotheses, generate preliminary data for possible future OAK proposals, and encourage and assist new 
investigators to begin a career in research.  Frequently, the preliminary data and proof of concept 
established in an ACORN grant has led to a larger OAK project.  Acorns are administered using the same 
progress reports as the OAK grants.  
 
All grants approved by CHF are fully funded through the support of (but not limited to) AKC, Nestle 
Purina, Breed Clubs and the Donor Advised Fund (DAF).  Each entity supplements the funding; e.g., a 
club was interested in contributing $5,000 to a $50,000 grant using either a cash payment or DAF funds, 

or a combination of both.  The CHF would supplement the DAF donation with additional monies from 
the other alliances.  Of note, this process is how the Great Pyrenees Club of America is able to participate 
in the funding of these large grants.  (We fund Grants by direct donations and the Donor Advised Fund – 
sending in weight circles from Purina products helps us increase the dollar amount in the DAF.  Through 
the PPCP program, Purina will match the value of submitted weight circles by 10% and has no impact 
upon your personal rewards programs.) 
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AKC COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS: WORKING TO PROTECT DOGS 
 

This presentation reviewed and reinforced the AKC’s compliance operations; how its various programs, 
including inspections and DNA, are used to ensure the integrity of the registry, to uphold standards of 
care and conditions to AKC-registered dogs, to raise the standards of all breeders through inspections and 
education, and is active in the anti-breeder legislation push back.  One important fact focused upon was 
the requirement to have all litter registration papers (which are sent with the litter packet upon 
registration) available for review by the AKC inspectors for 5 years.  Several triggers for inspection were 

listed; among them, 7 litters produced in an 18-month time period and frequent sire, defined as 3 litters 
per year sired or 7 litters lifetime.  The AKC inspectors cannot seize dogs but works with local agencies 
to insure the safety and well-being for those dogs found to be in unsafe situations.  
 

 

                                      CANINE CANCER AND COMPARATIVE GENOMICS: 

NEW TECHNOLOGIES, NEW OPPORTUNITIES 
 

Comparative genomics may be defined broadly as any area of research in which the sequence and 
function of genomes of different species are compared.  With complete genome sequences available for 
both human and dog, we are now able to identify regions of both genomes that are shared and are 
associated with disease, and thus begin to understand which genes specifically are playing key roles in a 

variety of disease processes.   
 
Currently the application of advanced genomic technologies for routine health is cost prohibitive, even for 
human medicine.  However, technology is accelerating and becoming less expensive.  The human 
genome was estimated to have cost $3-$5 billion and took almost 15 years to complete.  The mouse 
genome cost $100 million and took 3 years, while the dog genome cost $40 million and took about 1 year.  
It is conceivable that, as with human health, the next decade may bring genotyping and/or whole genome 

sequencing of animal patients for the purposes of health management.  Such analysis of patients will 
begin to play a central role in routine veterinary care as we approach the ultimate goal in clinical 
veterinary genomics - individualized medicine based upon the genetic health status of our animals.  $20 
billion dollars are spent per year on veterinary care.  73 million dogs are in the U.S., and with the 
accelerating pace of technology, expectations of owners rising while available veterinary care is 
shrinking.  The veterinary profession needs to be prepared to adapt to these changing and challenging 
times.  

 
It has already been determined that specific genetic changes are associated significantly with subtypes of 
canine cancers, and also have identified genetic changes that are associated significantly with response to 
routine therapy.  Knowledge of such diagnostic and prognostic signatures of dogs with cancer may be 
used to better inform the veterinarian and their clients about the likely disease course in the canine 
patients.  Importantly, these data provide an opportunity to predict with confidence the survival time of a 
cancer patient. 
 

Currently 10% of all Lymphoma are treated with standard chemotherapy at a cost of $3-$6 thousand 
dollars; the average survival rate is 9 months.  Current research is trying to develop a prognostic 
cytogenic test for lymphoma that focuses on distribution of DFI (disease free intervals).  A new 
development is regression analysis to obtain cytogenic scores.  New test yields 95% accuracy for how 
long the dog will survive with the selected form of chemotherapy.  The test does not involve t-cells but 
requires a lymph node specimen to be shipped overnight to the lab.  Evaluation of cytogenic status takes 
72-96 hours and the report is sent to the veterinarian. The plan is to roll out slowly to see if this test 

applies to all forms of chemotherapy.  Osteosarcoma and Hemangiosarcoma are also being included in 
this study.  By targeting specific genes, there is the distinct possibility that cancer in dogs may predict 
cancer in humans by using prognostic indicators.  The technology is available for this to succeed.  This 
study is not breed-specific and there does not appear to be any breed boundaries.  The study includes 
purebred dogs only, as it is easier to locate the genetic markers versus “mixed breed” humans. 
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UPDATE: Dr. Matthew Breen and an informal collaboration of veterinary and medical oncologists 
formed CCOGC (Canine Comparative Oncology and Genomics Consortium).  They have a well 
prescribed repository of tissues (tumor abnormal) from tumor bearing dogs.  This consortium initiated 

collection of tissues at seven institutions as of 2009.  In the past 2 years since this was presented at the 
Canine Health Conference in 2007, tremendous progress has been made and numerous specimens have 
been submitted and stored.  FMI: www.ccogc.net  
 

 

 

CLINICAL TRIALS IN VETERINARY ONCOLOGY: 

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE 
 

The goal of clinical trials is to improve standards of care.  Bringing a drug to market takes 8-10 years and 
800 million to 1.5 billion dollars.  The companion animal model provides unique opportunities for 
translational cancer research and is the ideal bridging step to implementation of project methodologies 

into use in human clinical trials.  We must insure an eye towards the flow of this information being 
bidirectional and returning benefit to companion animal species and not exclusively physician-based 
oncology.  
 
A new focus which has made tremendous progress the past year is comparative genomic hybridization 
(CGH).  Cluster analysis is done and has been found to correspond with the human population.  The 
benefits for animals are three-fold; 1) financially, with more access to treatment and newly developed 

standards of care; 2) gain access to new treatments; 3) elevate the standard of care.  Most recently, the 
animal health divisions of major pharmaceutical companies have initiated clinical trials specifically with 
an eye to licensure in the veterinary market.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

IMMUNONUTRITION 
 

Nutritional immunology is an emerging discipline that evolved with the study of the detrimental effects of 
malnutrition on the immune system.  Life stage (neonate or old age) and natural stress are increasingly 
becoming the major causes of lowered immune status in both humans and animals and cannot be 
corrected simply by focusing on nutritional problems.  Over 65% of the immune cells in the body are 
located in the gut, technically making the gut the “largest immune organ”.  The use of pre-biotics seems 
to enhance immune health.  Pre-biotics are found in some fruits, vegetables, yogurt, and bovine 

colostrum.  With current advertisements touting pro-biotic and pre-biotic containing products, here are the 
definitions of each:  
 
                    Pro-biotics are live organisms, which when administered in adequate amounts, 
                    confer a health benefit (e.g., FortiFlora, a Purina product). 
 
                    Pre-biotics are non-digestible carbohydrates that feed beneficial bacteria already 

                    residing in the digestive system (e.g., yogurt).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ccogc.net/
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NEW DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC INVESTIGATIONS 

OF NEUROLOGICAL DISEASE IN DOGS 
 

Neurological diseases affecting dogs can be devastating and unfortunately are relatively common.  
Immediate and accurate diagnostic investigations are crucial as they will result in the most appropriate 
and successful treatments.  The role of advanced imaging (MRI) is exponentially advancing, although 
there are very few 3T MRI machines available to clinical veterinary patients. 
 
 Three types of brain tumors in canines are the same type found in humans and manifest the same 

symptoms.  The use of Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy decreases the need for biopsies.  The degree of 
edema appears to be related to the degree of malignancy and metabolism differs in a healthy brain.  The 
goal is to map the tumors and evaluate treatment – the “quality of success/ life” with the MRI.  Dynamic 
Contrast Imaging is capable of quantifying the type of tumor, is non-invasive, and takes 10 minutes to 
complete.  
 
Idiopathic Epilepsy: responsible for 50% of seizures.  A novel treatment for seizures caused by chronic 

epilepsy at home is intranasal Midazolam (Versed) due to rapid central nervous system absorption.  
Currently researchers are looking at a gel formulation of the drug.  20% of these cases are refractory and 
do not respond well to drug therapy.  Currently Lacosamide, an anticonvulsant, is being investigated with 
patent pending.  
 
CVA (Cerebral Vascular Accident):   Contrary to past belief, dogs can have a CVA/stroke.  The signs and 
symptoms differ from humans.  CVA’s are most common in spaniels, greyhounds, or dogs older than 7 

years.  The cause is unknown.  The CSF (cerebral spinal fluid) shows a higher neurotransmitter 
concentration in the canine stroke victim.  Treatment should focus on neuro-protection and anti-
inflammatory drugs. 
 
Chiari-like malformation/syringomyelia:  A chronic disorder involving the spinal cord developing fluid 
filled cavities or cysts which obstruct spinal fluid flow.  Occipital bone malformation is noted with 
overcrowding of foramen magnum.  This is a genetic disease which occurs in Cavalier King Charles 
spaniels and Brussels Griffon (as well as humans).  An MRI is the preferred diagnostic tool as it provides 

an accurate view of the spinal cord, defines the extent of the malformation and progression, and is non-
invasive.  
 
 
 

MATTERS OF THE HEART: 

ADVANCES IN CANINE CARDIAC RESEARCH 
 

A recent discovery has shed new light on Cardiomyopathy in the Boxer.  Arrythmic Right Ventricular 
Cardiomyopathy (used to be called boxer heart), where heart muscle is replaced by fatty tissue.  The dog 
experiences ventricular tachycardia, fainting spells, with a run of Ventricular Tachycardia which will 
cause sudden death.  The treatment is with Sotalol, a drug used in human medicine to treat life-

threatening cardiac arrhythmias.  The symptoms improve with this drug, but it is not a clear cure, as there 
is abnormal calcium movement and faulty cell to cell connections.  This is a genetic disease in the Boxer 
and is autosomal dominant.   FMI regarding the genetic tests go to:  www.vetmed.wsu.edu/deptsvcgl  
 
Degenerative Mitral Valve disease accounts for 75% of all heart disease in dogs.  The cause of MVD is 
progressive degeneration of the MV.  Symptoms usually appear in dogs 4-5 years of age.  There is a loss 
of collagen in the valve, increase in extracellular matrix component (GAG – glycogen & Glucosamine), 

distortion of valve leaflets, valvular regurgitation, heart enlargement, and congestive failure.  Ongoing 
genetic study is looking at this problem and research holds promise for other cardiac diseases as well.      

http://www.vetmed.wsu.edu/deptsvcgl
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                                                  DALMATIAN BLADDER STONES: 

NOT JUST A DALMATIAN PROBLEM 
 

Dogs, as well as other mammals, must excrete excess purine compounds in their urine.  Most mammals 
excrete these excess purines in the form of allantions; however, humans, great apes, and Dalmatians 
excrete uric acid instead.  This problem has been recognized in Dalmatians for almost 100 years.  All 
Dalmatians are homozygous (carry two copies) for the mutation.  Interestingly, other breeds reported to 

have uric-acid containing bladder stones also have this same mutation (Bulldogs and Black Russian 
Terriers).  The oddity of dog metabolism is not just restricted to these three breeds and in fact appears to 
be a very old mutation that occurs in many breeds.  Treatment can be based upon Dalmatian management 
which is a low purine diet.  DNA testing is commercially available for uric acid secretion, or 
hyperuricosuria in dogs, however, DNA testing is not completely straightforward since the frequency of 
the mutation varies between breeds and not all dogs that are homozygous for the mutation will show 
clinical signs of bladder stones.  

 
Genetic Tests:  The ideal is a test for the presence of a mutation.  An Allele frequency exam tells you how 
common the allele is in the breed.  Breeds with particular genetic concerns should have an Allele 
frequency run every 5 -10 years to see if progress in the breed is being made.  It may be better for the 
breed to know the % for breeding / selection.  If the Allele frequency is 25% or greater – go slower to 
eliminate the problem.  Odds Ratio: how much more likely a disease is to occur. 
 

Breed specific DNA tests only test for the specific mutation that has been identified, not ALL possible 
mutations.  With regard to testing labs: PCR assay the company uses is proprietary, DNA is not. 
 
The following are questions each breed club / breeder should ask before recommending testing be done.   

o Is the disease in your breed?  Tests are offered to anyone who will pay for them 
o What is the allele frequency 
o Is the disease treatable 
o How severe is the disease 

o Age of onset 
o Mode of inheritance known, e.g. Degenerative  Myelopathy has reduced penetrance  
o If the test is published –means science was evaluated by an independent group of scientists  
o This dos not mean they recommend the test  
o Ultimate proof of research is not available 

 
The Canine Health Foundation has a list of genetic tests posted on their website and Parent Clubs have 

this information as well. 
 

 
 

NUTRIENTS TO PROMOTE PHYSICAL RECOVERY IN ACTIVE DOGS 
 

All dogs that exercise, play hard, compete, or just live life with the family will utilize and deplete energy 
stores during the course of the activity.  Physical exhaustion is associated with depletion of muscle and 
liver glycogen.  Glycogen serves as a natural reservoir of glucose to support the bodies need for energy 
under high metabolic demand period.  Nutrition studies in dogs have indicated that immediate post 
exercise supplementation of rapidly digestible carbohydrates (maltodextrins) significantly enhanced 
muscle glycogen repletion within the first 4 hours of recovery.  Nutrients like carotenoids (highly 
digestible protein and antioxidants) and specific amino acids/carbohydrates can provide optimizing 

benefits during physically challenging events. 
Definition:  Maltodextrin is a synthetically manufactured long chain carbohydrate also known as a 
polysaccharide; artificially created when acids or other enzymes are applied to cornstarch. Other names: 
glucose polymer; complex carbohydrate. 
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CANINE HERPES VIRUS-1: 

A NEW PATHOGENIC ROLE FOR AN OLD VIRUS 
 

Canine herpesvirus-1 (CHV-1) was first identified in the mid-1960’s as a cause of severe morbidity and 
mortality in fetal and neonatal dogs.  In the following decades, CHV-1 infections in mature dogs were 
sporadically and infrequently associated with several relatively mild conditions, including genital 

mucositis and respiratory tract disease.  More recently, the significance of CHV-1 as an ocular pathogen 
in mature dogs has been recognized and investigated.  In the past few years, several ocular diseases have 
been linked to primary and recurrent CHV-1 infection in mature dogs, including conjunctivitis, ulcerative 
keratitis, and nonulcerative keratitis.  In addition, CHV-1 has been reported as the most common etiology 
of viral conjunctivitis.  The pattern and severity is age dependent. 
 
This is a latent disease (lifelong) and there are 3 viral states: Primary - only occurs in new, never infected; 

Latent - established in regional sensory ganglia (dormant); and Recurrent - reactivation returns to site of 
primary infection.  There is a “round trip” theory regarding this virus that it sits in sensory neuron and 
triggers cause a recurrence; e.g., stress, spontaneous, surgery, trauma, fear, steroid treatment.  HOW it is 
triggered is not clear. Transmission is via birth, contact with sero-positive littermates; if the Dam is 
positive she will pass a latent form; if she is sero-negative meningioencephalitis and death occur.  The 
signs and symptoms of affected puppies with a sero-negative Dam are: dull, lethargic, no nursing, and 
death within 48 hours. 

 
Some Ophthalmologic advances were briefly referenced:  Vitreous-retinal surgeries; Optical Coherence 
Tomography; Confocal Laser Scanning; High resolution ultrasound; and Endoscopic Cyclophoto 
Coagulation Laser treatment for Glaucoma. 
 

 

 

METABONOMICS: 

A TOOL FOR NUTRITION RESEARCH 
 

Metabonomics describes the measurement of the full compliment of the products of metabolism in a 
single biological sample and correlating these metabonomics profiles with known physiological or 

pathological states using complex multivaritiate data analysis.  
The first direct outcome of nutritional metabonomics will be the discovery of biomarkers, which can 
reveal changes in health and disease.  It will also reveal the response of a living system to short-term and 
long-term dietary intake.  Metabonomics has the potential to streamline the process of finding foods, 
ingredients, and nutrients which enhanced nutritional value for maintaining health and well-being. 


